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Abstract: This paper presents a comprehensive categorical review of the recent advances and past
research development of the hybrid storage paradigm over the last two decades. The main intent of
the study is to provide an application-focused survey where every category and sub-category herein
is thoroughly and independently investigated. Implementation of energy storage systems is one
of the most interestingly effective options for further progression in the field of alternative energy
technology. Apart from a meticulous garnering of the energy resources regulated by the energy
storage, the main concern is to optimize the characteristic integrity of the storage devices to achieve
a practically techno-economic size and operation. In this paper, hybrid energy storage consisting
of batteries and supercapacitors is studied. The fact that the characteristic of batteries is mostly
complementary to that of supercapacitors, hybridizing these storage systems enhances their scope of
application in various fields. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to present an inclusive review of
these applications. Specifically, the application domain includes: (1) regulation of renewable energy
sources, (2) contributions to grid regulation (voltage and frequency compensation, contribution to
power system inertia), (3) energy storage enhancements (life cycle improvement, and size reduction),
(4) regenerative braking in electric vehicles, (5) improvement in wireless power transfer technology.
Further, this review also descriptively highlights the control strategies implemented in these domains
of applications. The application-oriented review explicates the principle advantages with the
hybridization of battery and supercapacitor energy storage systems that can be used as an insight for
further development in the field of energy storage technology and its applications.

Keywords: battery; electric vehicles; hybrid energy storage systems; power quality; renewable energy
sources; supercapacitors; renewable generation

1. Introduction

The application of batteries has come a long way since its inception, ranging from commercial
electronic equipment, satellite applications, medical instrumentation, substation installation to the
electrical circuitry of conventional vehicles. Conventionally, the principle of application of batteries was
based on its capability to allow devices to be electrically autonomous. Further, with the introduction of
green revolution owing to the rapid growth due ever-increasing energy consumption, increment in
population and urbanization, the battery technology concurrently matured with it, paving its way and,
hence establishing its prominence in power sector.

Considering the objective of reducing greenhouse emission and heed to the global demand-supply
mismatch, that is, to optimize energy usage and minimize fuel consumption and toxic emissions.
Among various alternatives to fossil fuels, renewable energy sources (RES) and electric vehicles (EV)
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are some of the most researched and matured technological propositions. Energy storage systems
(ESS), being multifaceted in their applications, form the foundation for technological advancement
in RES and EV. In this field, several excellent discoveries and proposition have been made for the
applications of batteries for RES output power stabilization, wireless RES power transfer, peak-shifting,
electricity market pricing and scheduling, grid voltage and frequency regulations, increasing RES
penetration with inertial contribution to the grid, peak clipping-valley filling due to RES integration in
the main grid [1–4], and further commercialization of EVs with enhanced driving and acceleration
range with increased performance of due to recuperation of regenerative braking [5–7].

Even though batteries can aptly perform in these applications, batteries possess certain
inconvenient characteristics such as low power density, limited life cycle and comparatively slow
response in terms of the requirements of the applications. This might limit the feasibility of battery
when dealing with transient high-power demands, such as the transient RES output power and
load variability leading to an oversized design of batteries with increased investment cost and an
additional power loss owing to the slow response of the batteries to compensate for transient peak
power demands.

Moreover, the majority of electronic devices, EVs and telecommunication system possess a
common load profile, described by the relatively high peak-to-peak average power requirement.
These kinds of loads can be closely represented as a constant current characteristic, that is a pulsed load
profile, hence, sulphating batteries in robust and standalone operations due to the high current profile
leading to increased system losses and constant need for battery replacement. Supercapacitors, also
known as electric double layer capacitors, have 20 times more energy storage capacity than conventional
electrolytic capacitors and in contrast to batteries, supercapacitors can support comparatively much
higher power pulses [8]. However, their energy storage capacity is less than that of batteries (Table 1).

Therefore, hybridization of battery energy storage system (BESS) with supercapacitor storage
system (SCSS) will lead to the overall ESS to possess high energy density and high power density
(Figure 1) with increased operational flexibility [9]. Moreover, with this hybridization of these
complementary characteristics the requirements of the system can be decoupled with each hybrid
energy storage system (HESS) device performing to its characteristic potential and hence achieve
reduced ESS sizing, investment cost and optimize the efficiency of the overall ESS [10,11].
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Table 1. Technical characteristics of selected energy storage systems.

Characteristics Supercapacitor Lead-Acid Li-Ion NaS Redox-Flow
(VRB) ZEBRA

Power Ratings
(MW) 0–0.03 [12,13] 0–20 [12,13] 0–0.01 [12,13] 0.05–8 [12,13] 0.03–3 [12,13] 0–0.3 [12]

50 [13]

Energy Density,
Wh/L 2–10 [12,14] 50–80 [12]

50–100 [14]
200–500 [12]
200–350 [14] 150–250 [12,14] 16–33 [12,15]

20–70 [14] 150–180 [12]

Power Density, W/L 100,000+ [12] 10–400 [12] 220–300 [12]

Specific Energy,
Wh/kg 0.05–5 [12] 30–50 [12,13,16]

75–200 [12]
100–200 [16]
150–350 [13]

150–240 [12]
120 [16]

10–30 [12]
30–50 [16]

100–120 [12]
120 [16]

Specific Power,
W/kg ~100,000 [12] 75–300 [12,13]

180 [16]
150–315 [12]

500–2000 [13,16]
150–230 [12]
150–240 [16] 80–150 [16] 150–200 [12]

174 [16]

Power Capital Cost,
$/kW 100–300 [12] 300–600 [12] 1200–4000 [12] 1000–3000 [12] 600–1500 [12] 150–300 [12]

Energy Capital Cost,
$/kWh 300–2000 [12] 200–400 [12] 600–2500 [12] 300–500 [12] 150–1000 [12] 100–200 [12]

Capital Cost,
¢/kWh-per cycle 2–20 [12] 20–100 [12] 15–100 [12] 8–20 [12] 5–80 [12] 5–10 [12]

Reaction time, ms <10 [14] 3–5 [14] 3–5 [14] 3–5 [14] >1000 [14]

Self-Discharge rate,
% per day

20–40 [12,16]
≤ 25 [14]

0.1–0.3 [12,13]
0.1–0.4 [14]
0.1–0.2 [16]

0.1–0.3 [12,13]
0.03 [16]

~20 [1]
10 [14]

Small [12]
0.1–0.4 [14]

~15 [12]
20 [16]

Discharge Time ms-60 min [12,13] sec-hr [12,13] min-hr [12,13] sec-hr [12,13] sec-10 h [12,13] sec-hr [12]
2–5 hr [13]

Life Cycles 50,000 [12,13] 500–1000 [12]
2000–4500 [13]

1000–10,000 [12]
1500–4500 [13]

2500 [12]
2500–4500 [13]

12,000+ [12]
10,000–13,000 [13,15]

2500 [12]
2500–3000 [13]

Lifetimes, years
5 [12]

15 [14]
10–12 [16]

5–15 [12–14,16] 5–15 [12,13]
5–20 [14]

10–15 [12]
15–20 [14]

5–10 [12]
10–15 [14] 10–14 [12]

Overall Efficiency 0.75–0.83 [14] 0.70–0.90 [12,13]
0.70–0.75 [14]

0.80–0.85 [14]
0.85–0.95 [13]

0.75–90 [12,13]
0.68–0.75 [14]

0.85 [12,15]
0.7–0.8 [14]

0.65–0.85 [13]
0.86–0.88 [13]

Operation Range
Temperature, ◦C −40 to 75 [17] −5 to 40 [13,15] −30 to 60 [18,19] 300 to 350 [12]

270–350 [13]
10 to 35 [13]
0 to 40 [15] −40 to~70 [12]

Several remarkable and brilliant reviews and studies have been presented over the last decade or
so [20–27], which have meticulously outlined the: (1) descriptive topologies of HESS; (2) critical
analytical comparison of HESS topologies; (3) topologies for active wind power suppression;
(4) comprehensive critical reviews of HESS control strategies for power quality improvement in
microgrids and (5) descriptive reviews on HESS control strategies in EVs. Consequently, there is a need
to elucidate and organize these multi-dimensional applications, to highlight the versatile potential
as well as the progress achieved by BESS-SCSS HESS in various multi-disciplinary fields. In this
review, the objective is focused to analyze and outline the multi-functional applicative scope of hybrid
BESS-SCSS energy storage systems based on proven contemporary research studies and investigation.
The advancements achieved in each field of applications; with in-depth discussion on the applied
control strategies is discussed. Therefore, the aim is to provide a technically informative as well as
suggestive review for research potential in industrial and research fields.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The topological investigations and their
respective applications as well as their assets and liabilities are presented in Section 2. Section 3
elaborates on the efficacy of BESS-SCSS hybrid storages for power smoothening and dispatchability
in terms of intermittent RESs; extensive contemporary control theories is presented for standalone,
grid connected and large-scale RES systems. Section 4 discusses realization of various advanced
power management strategies that this HESS has to offer in terms of power flow management
concerning meticulous demand-generation equalization pertaining to future power networks with RESs.
In accordance, the feasibility and support that can be offered with the complementary characteristics of
HESS for power quality improvement and contingency support such as voltage regulation, primary
frequency and inertia support, contribution for establishment of uninterruptible power supply for
numerous load profiles and explicit and implicit support provided during black start process of
distributed network systems is covered in Section 5. In Section 6, electric vehicle enhancement with
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the integration of BESS-SCSS HESS in described and detailed in depth for the purpose of optimizing
ESS size, improvement in system efficiency, achievement of light weight vehicles, incremental driving
range and hill climbing endurance. In this front, efficient harnessing of regenerative braking that can
be effectively achieved in the field of EVs and locomotive that contributes to its autonomy is presented
in Section 7. Finally, new and emerging concepts of applications in wireless power transfer in the areas
of wireless node improvement, wireless RESs power transfer and medical instruments is discussed in
Section 8, followed by conclusions in Section 9.

2. Topologies of Hybrid Energy Storage System and its Applications

Several topological investigations and innovations have been explored to enhance the HESS
integration. The topological classification presented in this section is based on the connection of BESS
and SCSS to the grid as well as the number of electronic interfaces.

A number of studies have been conducted to analyze and quantify the extent of this HESS
combination [28]. A comparative study between ESS and HESS is presented in [29], where the authors
present a semi-active topology in which SCSS absorbs abrupt peak power fluctuations with BESS
passively connected to the wind turbine generator (WTG), regulating the DC link voltage and absorbing
the low power fluctuations. In comparison to the conventional single type BESS based ESS, the power
rating and lifetime of the BESS can be enhanced, effectively reducing the overall system losses. In [30]
the same authors further investigated the power smoothing effectively of HESS using active topological
integration methodology with high pass filter for power splitting of low and high power frequency
of intermittent wind power generators. Further, the study in [31], investigates the effect of power
smoothing of standalone photovoltaic (PV) system for static and dynamic loads. Fluctuations can be
minimized with only-BESS, however with the integration of SCSS as a storage buffer for high power
fluctuations, the battery power rating can be decreased that increases batteries efficiency for peak
shaving and valley filling.

A study based on passively connected HESS for system stabilization with intermittent
load-generation for remote area is presented in [32], based on theoretical and numerical analysis the
authors suggest a superior stabilization performance can be realized in comparison to single BESS-only
configuration, however, since in a passively connected configuration terminal voltage of the HESS
is uncontrollable thus lowering the flexibility in control of HESS. Further, passive and semi-active
HESS topologies are studied in [33], using a rule-based controller and Power frequency based filtration
control, comparative analysis between the two topologies is concluded. In case of passive topology,
while easy to implement, is uncontrollable for DC-link voltage regulation that can be subjugated by
the semi-active topology, improving BESS SoC condition by reducing its peak current.

Furthermore, an investigative comparison is presented in [34], between the efficiencies of a single
energy storage system and hybrid energy storage system consisting of BESS-SCSS. The study posits
that in the former case efficiency of BESS drops severely when its output power is lower than 0.2 p.u. of
its rated power. However, for the latter case of HESS, BESS goes into standby mode when the difference
between the PV converters and the grid inverter is less than 0.2 p.u. of the BESS-rated power, diverting
the control to SCSS until its recovery. In [35], a novel methodology is proposed for HESS sizing for
improving grid stability under power fluctuations of renewable energy sources. This study proposes a
genetic algorithm to establish an optimal RES and HESS size with the objective to reduce the adverse
RES fluctuation effects and supply around 20 percent of the load requirement within a reasonable cost.

The concept of multi-level HESS in proposed in studies [28,36]. The methodology proposes the
idea of implementing primary BESS, secondary BESS and an SCSS. These topologies help to improve
the overall the ESSs life expectancy; therefore, power allocation is divided into low, medium and high
frequencies respective to primary BESS, secondary BESS and SCSS [36]. Therefore, lead-acid batteries
are considered as primary BESS, and Li-ion batteries constituting a comparatively lower power rating
is taken as secondary BESS; this configuration provides a pragmatic approach to HESS implementation
as low life expectancy of commonly preferred lead-acid battery leads to low reliability of BESS, that can
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be compensated by techno-economic integration of Li-ion batteries. Ultimately, the flexibility and
reliability of operation is more enhanced specifically for standalone/ rural electrification scenarios [28].

Accordingly, an active-parallel BESS-SCSS interface has been proposed [37], considering SCSS as
an energy storage buffer for abrupt high power demands, allowing the bus voltage to float with BESS
SoC. Therefore, this configuration provides flexible controllability of both BESS and SCSS. In [38], a new
architecture using DC side cascaded PI controllers for individual HESS is proposed. This architecture
decouples the controllability of the DC and AC components, maintaining load-generation intermittency
and further providing the flexibility of integration to any vendor-specific inverter integration. In [39]
and [40], the authors proposed modular HESS, in contrast to the bi-directional DC-DC converter,
providing flexibility and high power integration to the DC-link. The modular HESS provides integration
of n-phase-shift-controlled dual active bridge connecting multiple BESS and SCSS for consistent power
flow under varying load conditions and PV generation and further, have the potential to achieve zero
voltage switching (ZVS) [41] for all the switches for the entirety of the load range through multi-port
bi-directional converters.

In [42], a modulation strategy to interface HESS with the AC side through a three-level neutral
clap inverter topology is proposed. Although with limited flexibility, the proposed inverter controls
both the AC side voltage and current of HESS, hence reducing the effects of RES fluctuations and
load variations. A novel two-input bi-directional converter based on a standard single phase inverter
module is proposed in [43], to avoid extensive computation and possess a superior dynamic response.
In this topology HESS is integrated into the dc link by a two-input four-switch H-bridge bidirectional
converter, controlling its charge/discharge states and hence overcome the load-generation mismatch.

Accordingly, cascading a double three-level inverter [44], the proposed direct integration scheme
is based on dual inverter topology where a BESS and an SCSS bank are directly connected to the
dc-link of the auxiliary inverter. Further, for investigating this topology a modified support vector
machine (SVM) technique has been proposed to address the problems of dynamic voltage variations
and unavoidable unbalanced conditions. Accordingly, a novel H-bridge based direct AC integration of
HESS is investigated in [45–47]. The concept of direct AC integration is based on the fact it reduces
the number of the power converters and eventually the power processing stages, reducing the power
losses that comes with it and hence contributing to the increment of the system efficiency.

3. Power Smoothing

3.1. Renewable Energy Sources/Supply Side Management

Renewable energy sources are considered among the most effective methods to resolve energy
shortage and to implement government regulations that aim to prevent global warming. RES is
implemented in two ways, called grid-connected and standalone renewable power system (SARPS).
Commonly employed renewable sources, such as wind and solar energy sources are influenced by
weather and geographical conditions, making the sources highly unpredictable and uncontrollable
in nature, and eventually, the output power produced will be highly unreliable to satisfy a standard
power quality grid requirement to meet the required load demand, this greatly limits its capacity of
integration. Fluctuating power commonly causes detrimental frequency and or voltage deviation that
may reduce the lifetime of load appliances or damage them.

Moreover, the perturbation of generated power, as well as forecasting errors, limits RES
dispatchability in a power network during a period of future time as it might be hazardous to
power quality and system security, with the increased need to allocate reserved rotational power in
the system. At the same time, the intermittent energy constitutes a significant part of the total power
production capability of RES imposing the need for energy storage system (ESS) to function as a buffer
that ideally, with the hybridization of slow and fast dynamics, an effective exploitation with SCSS
absorbing abrupt high-power fluctuation and BESS, low power fluctuation can be achieved.
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Based on this theory, studies in [48–51], presented the smoothing effect of BESS-SCSS based HESS
implementation in RES powered microgrid. In [49] and [50], with the bidirectional interface of HESS,
a simple power frequency based allocation control strategy is proposed that aims at suppressing the
output fluctuating power of RES using bi-directional ESS interface and hence optimize the system
losses and maintenance cost of the overall system. In [51], experimental validation is presented to
justify the feasibility of HESS for RES power smoothing. Based on the study, a viable utilization of RES
can be possible through the optimal harnessing of short-term high-power fluctuation through SCSS
which, inadvertently decreases BESS current stress level and hence increase the overall service life of
the ESS. Hence, the HESS integration, consisting of BESS-SCSS, with RES is an interesting option for
peak shaving and power smoothing in RES micro-grid.

The study in [52] presents the advantages of hybridization of SCSS with BESS, hence reducing
the heat level and peak current surges in BESS which increases the transfer efficiency of the stored
PV power to the load. Further, SCSS acts as a buffer that reduces the number of BESS cycle induced
by the fluctuating solar irradiance. An optimal HESS based on model predictive control (MPC)
control is designed and analyzed in [53], the proposed system can regulate the DC-link voltage,
making it possible for the utility power grid or its users to draw constant dispatch power from RES,
even in presence of RES perturbation. Recently, with the progression in ocean wave energy extraction
technology [54], the effectiveness of HESS has been studied for smoothing oscillating power from wave
energy conversion system (WECS) [55,56]. In this respect the BESS and SCSS are designed for energy
and power requirement respectively, in addition to the optimal power extraction and allocation, it has
been recorded that a considerable amount of cost saving can be accomplished even with the additional
costs of the power electronics devices.

Several studies have been done on power allocation techniques and criteria for RES output power
smoothing. The research work in [57], instigates that BESS-SCSS hybridized ESS optimally smoothens
solar irradiance fluctuations. Working on a solar-powered standalone system, ESS is connected on
point of common coupling (PCC) of dc link through bidirectional converters. Hence, SCSS can be
utilized for peak and high-powered power demands, inadvertently extending BESS lifetime. A simple
power fluctuation based isolation (PFI) energy management [58] is proposed for an active HESS
topology for wind power smoothing, lowering the need for reserve energy in the grid. Similarly, in [59],
a novel multi-objective power management for HESS to suppress PV power fluctuation is proposed.
A linear weighted summation algorithm based on variable weights is proposed to obtain an optimal
power-sharing ratio between the HESS, achieving the main optimization targets, reservation of state
of charge of SCSS and minimization of power losses. By maintaining the state of charge of SCSS the
proposed algorithm proves to be advantageous as SoC of SCSS can be effectively reserved to respond
to future peak power demand.

In [60], HESS implementation has been studied for the prevention of grid voltage and frequency
instabilities caused by wind integration, particularly in weak AC grids. Employing the combination of
SCSS for short- high power transience and BESS for slow- low power fluctuations, the analysis shows
a significant reduction in fluctuations of delivered power to the grid. In [61], smoothing of wind-solar
output power fluctuation is proposed based on PFI and hysteresis controller for maintaining HESS
SoC, ensuring a more controllable output power. In [62], four quadrant power operation of HESS is
presented to compensate the active and reactive power fluctuation of wind power. The BESS is coupled
with the DC- link voltage, absorbing power fluctuation between 0.01~0.1Hz and accordingly, SCSS
absorbs the higher power fluctuations that effectively reduces the system power losses and BESS cost.

A new approach is presented in [63], for power smoothing in micro-grids with large wind power
penetration. Designing of low pass filters (LPF) and high pass filters (HPF) for splitting the low and
high-power fluctuation is achieved by wind forecasting, that is based on empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) analysis of historical wind data. An artificial neural network, for short-term and long-term
HESS support, is then implemented to form an optimal association with the level of smoothness of the
power delivered to the load, in accordance to the grid codes, and the corresponding economical HESS
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capacity required. The study in [64], investigates the implementation of higher order butter-worth
LPF/HPF for optimal power allocation between BESS and SCSS. The author posits that designing
higher-order filter can not only smoothen the output wind power but also the system’s depreciation
cost, due to charge/discharge of HESS, can be minimized. Further, to overcome the design limitations
of linear based PI controller [65,66], a non-linear sliding mode controller (SMC) is proposed in order
to smooth the variable RES output power. In comparison to traditional linear controllers, that are
designed and limited to operate around an operating point and hence lack good response with huge
power variations, the proposed non-linear SMC controller suitably responses independently of the SoC
of SCSS making the controller robust and applicable to varied power fluctuation scenarios. In [67,68],
a novel model predictive control strategy of ESS aimed to maintain grid voltage stability due to PV
power intermittency has been studied. To avoid over-sized ESS due over charge/discharge, the MPC
controller is designed to continuously predict accurate grid impedance and other system parameters
by rolling optimization, as the real values remain constant over time. Hence MPC can simultaneously
control the SoC of ESS without a delay through better accuracy and robustness parameter prediction.
Since the control parameters are calculated with locally measured data, communication between PV
and ESS is not required.

To eliminate the adverse effects of integrating fluctuating PV power resources to a utility network,
a non-counter current mode control technique is proposed in [69]. According to the relationship
between PV generation and load and SoC states of BESS, the microgrid operation is divided into four
states with an individual set of controls for each state. The work in [70], presents a novel rule-based
cooperative control strategy is proposed for HESS to absorb the fluctuation power produced by various
RES. The control strategy controls SC to absorb or release the high-frequency power and battery
absorb or release the low-frequency one. Rules are used to prevent SC from limit capacity and keep
SC working.

The study in [71], proposes a novel HESS-based power filtration method for mitigation of wind
output power. An online-wavelet based coordination control scheme for the HESS is presented, consists
of primary filter (PF) and secondary filter (SF) stages. Combined power output is obtained at the
PF stage which fully satisfies the fluctuation mitigation requirement. While the SF stage smoothens
the wind power fluctuations after the PF stage. The proper range of the BESS is maintained through
remaining energy level feedback control. An economic-based HESS sizing study is presented in [72],
for mitigation of intermittent wind speed. The author presents a kernel smoothing estimation method
to reflect wind power distribution that facilitates HESS size specifications. Therefore, on the cumulative
density function (CDF) obtained, BESS and SCSS are assigned and designed for their specified power
fluctuation level and hence acts as a power buffer between the RES and the grid absorbing/releasing
power according to the requirement.

A capacity allocation scheme is presented in [73], to negate the negative impact of transient wind
power production in the balancing of variable load and generation systems. The research proposes a
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and spectral analysis method to decompose generated wind power
output into four components, thus quantifying the HESS requirement for peak shaving operation.
The objective is to partially smooth the output wind power, considering only the unbalanced power
quality requirement of the system rather than its economic significance. Hence, from the obtained
results the author postulates that the power and energy ratings of HESS in partial smoothing mode
decreases significantly in comparison with those in fully smoothing mode.

In [74], optimal utilization of HESS using adaptive power-sharing strategy is presented, optimally
controlling the state of charge of SCSS for dynamic response to PV fluctuation, and further BESS
smoothens electric quantity in the long timescale. Hence, achieving Peak shaving and PV’s smoothing.
In [75], a power smoothing methodology presented based on the proposition of a novel SCSS energy
controller (SCEC). It this study, the author hypothesizes that due to nonlinearities the traditional
supercapacitor voltage controller (SCVC) experiences difficulties to obtain a precise sizing and filter
parameters for the allocation power frequencies that can be circumvented by the proposed SCEC.
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To support this theory, a demonstration has been presented on a single-phase grid-connected BESS-SCSS
HESS framework, based on which can be concluded that, in addition to SCSS precise size and accurate
calculation of filter parameters leading to an acceptable degree of RES output power smoothing,
the required size of the SCSS in comparison to SCVC is significantly lower.

Dispatchability of Renewable Sources

In the context of optimal RES dispatch, studies considering the power smoothing, planning and
scheduling of RES output power has been presented in this section. The study described in [76]
proposes a two-level ESS for optimal dispatch of WTG under intermittent wind conditions. The control
strategy is implemented to utilize HESS for short-term as well as a long-term capacity requirement
with SCSS and BESS respectively. Similarly in [77], for the purpose of scheduling and dispatching a
knowledge-based two level ESS control scheme is presented for mitigating wind power fluctuation
and hence reduce dumped wind energy power. In [78], SCSS-BESS hybrid ESS is employed to
accommodate output power fluctuations of PMSG based WTG for making the RES dispatchable for
the power grid. The grid side controller employs voltage source inverter (VSI) for power quality
conditioning, ESS becomes necessary as the fluctuating nature of WTG energy is detrimental for VSI to
operate, hence ESS can help accommodate the difference between fluctuating wind power and that
dispatched to the grid by absorbing the extra energy from the DC-link and releasing the stored energy
to the DC-link when required.

Based on empirical mode decomposition analysis of wind data, an energy management technique
is proposed in [79], for short-term wind dispatch. The authors integrated a pumped-hydroelectric
storage system (PHS) in conjunction with the existing BESS-SCSS hybrid energy storage, thereby
splitting the power fluctuation into high, medium and low that can be buffered with SCSS, BESS and
PHS respectively. In [80], economical dispatching for a large scale WTGs is presented. The operation
of SCSS and BESS are compartmentalized to compensate for short-term and long-term stable dispatch
of stable power into the grid respectively, using a zero-phase low-pass filter for power allocation and
committing BESS to average dispatching method.

Accordingly, PSO optimization is implemented to get the smoothing time constant for the applied
filter in each dispatching interval. A short-term smoothing based on HESS is presented in [81],
for short-term and ultra-short-term dynamic dispatch of a large-scale wind farm in a utility network.
A hierarchical dispatch and control frame with generator units, wind farm, and power grid are
proposed for optimal dispatch. Further, considering cost minimization of BESS-SCSS SoC and other
constraints such as power losses, service life, cost of operation and maintenance an optimization
algorithm based on PSO is established. In [82], a rule-based heuristic power management scheme
has been investigated for dispatching large-scale PV for reduction of SCSS to one-fifth the size of
BESS rating. The same authors in [83], implemented a robust rule-based algorithm to maintain the
dispatch-ability of large-scale PV by power fluctuation control under large forecasting error (of 60%).
In [84], a statistical based approach is presented to overcome the random power generations of WTGs to
achieve a balanced power quality for dispatching against a feasible cost of HESS. A power coordination
method is proposed for BESS and HESS that allows enhancement of BESS life span by constraining
its ramp-rates.

3.2. Load Side Management

The power demand of different consumers varies in accordance to their activities. This results
in a variable and unpredictable load profile and consequently the load on a power station is never
constant nor predictable. Many complexities of modern power system operation arise due to this
inherent variability of the load demand. These type of variation causes harmonics, variability in voltage
magnitude and poor power factor. In practical commercial considerations, these variations can be
neglected, but are limited to the variations of heavy loads, for instance, standalone RES systems usually
installed in remote areas away from the main grid for water irrigation requires starting DC motors
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resulting in high inrush currents, protection systems of oil and gas pipelines, telecommunication
repeater stations, etc. results in pulse discharges of ESS. Therefore, ESS is important for a micro-grid in
terms of system stabilization due to unpredictable and or abrupt load variations. It can improve the
power quality of the system to make sure that the load in this system works properly. Moreover, in
case of hybrid microgrid with a DC Bus and an AC Bus, the ESS should be charged appropriately to
function as an energy backup for the load of the overall grid-interconnected system that in addition
includes various sensitive loads. Therefore, in this section, various research studies will be depicted to
outline the degree of permeability BESS-SCSS HESS can achieve.

The study in [85], demonstrates the capabilities of HESS for satisfying a decoupled load profile.
In this proposition suitable rule-based control strategies for various operational modes are outlined to
maintain the power supply to the mean load requirements and the HESS compensates the transient
power and peak power demands. Similarly, in [86], PI regulators (LPF/HPF)-based power frequency
splitting technique is presented for HESS power-sharing, full filling the load demand while maintaining
the integrity of DC bus voltage and SoC conditions of HESS components. In [87] and [88], to overcome
inconvenient voltage transients due to abrupt load variations an energy management strategy (EMS) is
proposed utilizing the HESS framework. Here, a typical closed-loop control strategy is implemented
for BESS and a rule-based fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is designed for SCSS for optimally utilizing
individual strength of BESS and SCSS to compensate for average and transient load power demands.
Therefore, an enhanced DC voltage recovery time can be achieved.

The research work in [89], deals with the allocation of loads with respectively low and high
frequencies to suitable HESS components. In this study, a distributed multi-agent cooperative control
method to balance the energy level of BESS in DC isolated microgrid with distributed energy storage is
proposed for implementing a virtual impedance-based control, without the use of filters. In addition,
this approach offers advantages in terms of robustness, extensibility, and flexibility in supplying power
to varying load conditions.

Accordingly, considering the line impedance, a decentralized energy management strategy based
on an enhanced mixed droop control strategy for autonomous DC microgrid is proposed in [90],
based on a virtual resistance and virtual inductance droop control scheme. SCSS buffers fast transient
load power flow with BESS providing only average load power demand. In [91,92], a controller is
designed to distribute the load currents between BESS and HESS. A novel optimal power EMS is
presented considering minimization fuel consumption in a hybrid AC-DC microgrid. In this study,
the strategy is based on the ideology of optimization of BESS through diverting high short-term peak
current to SCSS and hence obtain an economically feasible SCSS rating. A thorough observation of the
capability of HESS, to maintain grid integrity while satisfying various classification of load profiles
should be highlighted. In [93], a BESS-SCSS control strategy has been proposed to improve both
transients in a MG bus and reduce the unbalanced power consumption in BESS. The SCSS compensates
transient power for sudden load reducing the voltage dip on the AC bus that eventually regulates the
unbalanced power demand under single-phase load, while the battery provides the balanced power in
steady state.

In [94], a proposition is made for dynamic load distribution based on an equivalent series resistance
control. In the proposed control method, the estimated average load power is supplied by BESS,
and the remaining dynamic load power is distributed based on the equivalent series resistance-ratio of
BESS to SCSS and the SoC of the SCSS. This proves to be beneficial in terms of system efficiency and
overall energy loss. In [95], the capability of HESS to supply peak power requirement is presented.
A SVM load predictive energy management system is proposed that predicts load requirements with
100% accuracy with classification time of 0.004866 seconds. Based on this instantaneous predicted
load profile it has been absorbed that the HESS can flexibly satisfy peak load requirement without any
delay. Further, the proposed SVM model reduces the need for bi-directional converters, reducing the
system cost and power conversion systems (PCS) losses.
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Accordingly, a capacity distribution method is proposed in [96], for HESS planning in a microgrid
coordinated with the load demand management. Based on Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) a statistical
model is developed for RES and loads that determine the capacity of the HESS, providing more
flexibility to choose than in a deterministic-based model as the capacities for different cumulative
probability levels are determined. Moreover, implementation of hysteresis loop control (HLC), in lieu
of the conventional PI-filter-based control strategy, reduces the BESS size to a certain extent while
increasing the capacity of SCSS.

4. Demand-Generation Power Flow Management

Energy generated by renewable energy sources has many advantages over conventional supplies,
especially for remote areas, however, the load demand being stochastic in nature with an unpredictable
power supply can complicate grid stabilization for maintaining a continuous power supply. The system
faces power quality issues such as voltage deviation and in microgrids with hybrid loads, the magnitude
and frequency of the AC loads can get severely compromised. Energy storage systems in an electric
generation and supply system provide the flexibility to decouple the generation and supply demand.
Appropriate integration of RES with ESS allows an economical market penetration as well as emission
and energy savings [97].

In [98], the stress reduction of BESS is explored with the integration of SCSS in the ESS framework
to actively compensate the demand-generation randomness. With the construction of active parallel
topology of PV-HESS and a closed loop based on HPF power allocation strategy, it can be highlighted
that with is the hybridization of SCSS, the characteristic flaw of BESS to actively respond to transient
power variations to maintain acceptable voltage profile can be circumvented. Further, the HESS
optimization remains constant even for varied load profile cases [99–101]. Additionally, the HESS can
also be effectively utilized for peak shaving [102] and valley filling operations [103], hence improving
the power quality of the RES microgrid. An evolutionary algorithm is proposed [104], for an economic
optimal sizing of HESS in a grid-connected DC microgrid considering the cost of power purchase from
the grid, BESS-SCSS sizing, and continuous power supply for numerous load conditions.

A study reported in [105] demonstrates the effects of integrating HESS in a distributed energy
resource (DER) network. Considering parametric effects of the current on ESSs voltage-current
characteristics, converters, filter, and controllers; a small signal modelling has been carried out
to regulate the dynamics of the HESS around a steady operating point. Based on the values
obtained a frequency domain analysis is done considering variations of power converter duty cycle as
controller input with HESS current and DC bus voltage variations as state variables, and furthermore,
the BESS-SCSS voltage and load profile as the external disturbance. Therefore, it has been observed
that the power-sharing ratio between the HESS components is determined by the load requirements,
the parametric conditions greatly impact the transient response and the control parameters affect the
steady state current sharing ratio.

In [106], to maintain the mismatch between the available and the required power energy in a
distributed generation (DG) system, a novel topology of HESS based on SCSS and shunt connected
BESS is studied. In this scheme, the BESS supplies the constant compensatory power to the load and
SCSS buffers the rapid short-term and high-power variations in the load and the generation profile,
being integrated through buck converter and bi-directional converters respectively. In addition, a diode
is incorporated in parallel connection to BESS and SCSS that enables the power flow between the
HESS components. Therefore, the voltage of SCSS can be maintained through BESS, charging it in the
process and further reducing the BESS capacity size by nearly half. The proposal in [107], demonstrates
the capability of HESS to deal variable RES generation and load variations in a grid-connected
configuration. This investigation was carried out through the implementation of moving average
filters (MAF), in substitution to the traditional low pass filter-based controllers. The MAF suitably
distinguishes between the DC and AC components of the imbalanced power and accordingly delivers
DC part to the BESS irrespective of the power fluctuation, with SCSS absorbing the AC part. Hence this
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configuration significantly relieves battery stress and SCSS maintain the DC bus voltage ensures no
damage to the converters of the grid and the wind turbine.

Furthermore, several control strategies proposals have been postulated that strive to optimally
solve the power mismatch issues. Novel control strategies have been briefly studied in [108–116].
Firstly, similar to conventional power frequency split (PFS) technique that compensates for random
variation in solar irradiance the power is split into high and low frequencies controlling the duty ratios
of the SCSS and BESS respectively. Further, considering the slow dynamic response of BESS, the author
further proposes a closed-loop control that extracts the uncompensated error component from the BESS
that additionally controls the SCSS duty cycle. Hence, increasing the controllability of DC-voltage
regulation under load-generation mismatch conditions even without the need for dump loads [117],
nevertheless, the BESS stress is further reduced. This proposed design has been further enhanced to
give a PI-fuzzy-based PFS technique [118], for effective reduction of BESS stress and hence achieve
faster DC voltage restoration. The study in [119] proposed a novel FLC-HESS power management
strategy considering applications to rural electrification. Here, a novel multi-input-multi-output
(MIMO) FLC controller is proposed, wherein solar irradiance, DC bus voltage and DC bus current
are the input and correspondingly in accordance to the power requirement of the system the author
proposes suitable fuzzy sets to generate the signals required for the switching BESS and SCSS in
combination with suitable respective duty cycles. This methodology ensures rapid response of SCSS
in an event of system transients and hence reduces the current stress in BESS and inherently the
maintenance cost; in this study, fast and linear transients were obtained for each month and that shows
70.84% if the BESS cycles being saved due to transient compensation provided from SCSS.

An energy management strategy is presented [120–122], for a wind-dominated system consisting
of doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs), BESS, SCSS and dump loads. BESS is connected on the
load side of the DC bus while SCSS on the wind converter. Here, to satisfy the demand-generation
mismatch a power allocation is coordinated between the HESS components using HPF, coordinating
the depth of discharge (DoD) of BESS within specified limits. In [123], wavelet decomposition and
neural network based energy management strategy is presented to compensate for the power variation
caused by the RES and loads. Under the description of a unified voltage standalone RES configuration,
a three-level Haar wavelet is implemented that decomposes the power difference between the RES
generation and the load into approximation component and detailed component. In accordance with
the suitability of their characteristic properties, BESS and SCSS cater the approximation and detailed
components respectively. Furthermore, an adaptive linear (ADALINE) neural network is applied to
obtain the reference power for BESS as the exact reference power from the approximation component
can violate the SoC limits of BESS. The proposed method is capable to optimally compensate power
variations while maintaining a stable DC bus voltage through rapid charge/discharge of SCSS.

An adaptive power management scheme based on PFS technique is presented in [124], to maintain
DC voltage variations owing to load-generation variation. The controller is designed in terms of
coordinated switching of BESS and SCSS such that the load requirement is fulfilled while maintaining
optimal DC voltage as well as suitable SCSS voltage range in terms of hardware security. Accordingly,
a novel adaptive learning based optimization is proposed in [125], the advantages, in contrast to a
rule-based and fuzzy control algorithm is that the control is not based on a set of predefined rules hence
offering more flexibility and faster rate of convergence. In [126], a control strategy based on dynamic
feedback linearization is studied to regulate the DC microgrid. In this proposed strategy, Thevenin’s
equivalent resistance model is constructed for PV, BESS and load as voltage source and resistance
further, the DC link is substituted as equivalent capacitance, considering controllable variable used for
DC voltage regulation. Therefore, under variable loading conditions, the DC bus voltage is regulated
with the exploitation of SCSS and BESS being implemented as an energy reservoir. To avoid the losses
due to power converters in DC integration direct AC integration of HESS has been studied.

A local energy management has been proposed for an active PV system (APS) in [127], a
hierarchical control structure is designed for the different level of the control system based on the
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power preferences given by grid operator using weather and load forecasts. The reference output for
HESS choppers is achieved through PI controllers whereas for grid inverter, a direct power controller
is used. According to the state of the three sources, the energy management chooses a corresponding
operating mode and calculates the power reference for each source. Hence, the PV system can be
connected in accordance with the required grid code.

Moreover, a simple energy management strategy for a DC-coupled hybrid microgrid consisting
of HESS is proposed [128], for optimal power-sharing between ESS and grid, to achieve DC voltage
regulation with seamless mode transition and contribution to the improvement of power quality in the
AC grid. The average power demand is shared between the grid and BESS with the proposed dynamic
sharing coefficient and SCSS is used to reduce the stress in the BESS during sudden generation and
load variations. In [129], a small signal analysis presented for a two loop control strategy for DC
voltage regulation. The applied control strategy generates a reference current for PV, BESS and SCSS
converters based on the average of DC link voltage controller output. Thus, a single DC link voltage
controller is used for DC link voltage regulation in all the operating modes (namely grid, storage
and renewable dominating modes), through an outer voltage control loop and inner average current
control loop that changes depending on which source is maintaining in DC link voltage due to which
grid, battery, and PV current control loops are designed high bandwidth.

A novel EMS is proposed based on virtual adaptive impedance control technique of HESS [130,131].
This strategy provides the flexibility of installing multiple SCSS at different locations. In order to
properly control SCs with different initial SoC, an adaptive virtual impedance droop control method is
utilized that includes a virtual resistor and virtual capacitor to provide surge current compensation
that controls the SoC of SC during surge current compensation. By using this control method, the SCSS
with a higher level of SoC supplies more energy while absorbing less energy during the compensation
and hence all SCs have a more balanced SoC towards the end of the compensation cycle. In addition,
modularity of SCSS can be achieved as communications among different SCSS units is not required.
A power management strategy is proposed in [132], for maintaining power flow balance in a renewable
integrated microgrid. The main objective of power management is to maintain the SoC condition of
BESS and HESS, delivering continuous power to the load. Based on the controllability of BESS power,
the reference power generation for BESS is the main parametric component of the algorithm, deciding
the operational states whether to stay in an islanded mode or take support from the grid.

5. Grid Regulations and Fault Support

Integration of RES into the AC grid is growing very rapidly to meet the high and reliable
load demand. This leads to the introduction of unique new power quality challenges with further
penetration and growing of the microgrid structure within the distribution network. Nevertheless, it is
mandatory to maintain the voltage and frequency within the prescribed limits under any condition of
the RES and load demand. Hence, the integration of ESS becomes extremely important to regulate RES
and load accordingly. The sharing of power among grid, RES, and ESS plays a very vital role in the
stable operation of a grid-integrated microgrid system. The stable operation of ESS, therefore, becomes
a common denominator that maintains the power quality and system stability during the transitional
operation of the overall grid.

5.1. Voltage Regulation

The study in [133], provides an economical and investigative framework for DC bus voltage
regulation using HESS. In this investigation, a detailed graphical representation depicts the variability
and sensitivity of power allocation between BESS-SCSS through reference current generation.
Furthermore, in combination with a distinctive cost analysis, the study establishes an optimal number
of supercapacitor concurrent to the filter cut-off constant; inherently reducing the overall system losses.
In [134], a voltage based energy management scheme is presented. Using small signal control gains for
designing current and voltage control loops, SCSS is utilized solely to respond to quick load fluctuation
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and BESS covering average load demand, a faster dc-link voltage regulation with optimal current
level in both BESS and SCSS is achieved. The research described in [135], formulates the methodology
for making a PV-HESS system work a classical generator. A systematic control strategy is proposed
for a grid-tied PV system, the HESS coordinately controls the DC bus while an active/reactive power
control strategy is implemented on the DC/AC inverters. In this set-up, a smooth power flow is
maintained between the main grid and the RES grid owing to the characteristics of the HESS that
actively overshadows the negative effects of power transience in the grid and hence allows a sustainable
PV-HESS participation in the voltage regulation of the grid. In this regard, the work in [136], strives
to overcome the power fluctuations and LVRT for a grid-interactive WTG farm. In this study, an
enhanced active/reactive EMS is propositioned for a modular based power conditioner that consists of
an integrated STATCOM-HESS on the DC side of the H-bridge, via a bi-directional DC-DC chopper.
Hence, using a universal three stage decoupling control technique, cascaded STATCOM provides
reactive power support, even in fault conditions and active power management, that is, wind power
fluctuation is smoothened by HESS. In [137], a study is presented to highlight the contribution of
RES-HESS for mitigating of power imbalance and abrupt frequency variations in a hybrid AC/DC grid.
For achieving this, suitable reference values are generated for RES, power converters of HESS and the
grid connecting voltage source converter (VSC), using a control algorithm. Therefore, HESS mitigates
the power imbalance in the DC grid, reducing its negative impact on the VSC and hence enhancing the
VSC operational support to help compensate the frequency variations in the AC grid.

These characteristics can be further implemented in the case of implementing dual voltage source
inverter (DVSI) grid inverters [138]. Therefore, with the properties of BESS-SCSS HESS to maintain a
dynamic power balance between different energy sources and sinks, empowering the DVSI to maintain
the power quality of the power shared between the AC and the DC zones. Moreover, in an islanded
mode of operation, DVSI scheme regulates a perfect sinusoidal voltage at PCC through auxiliary
inverters, improving power quality at the PCC, which is a very essential aspect in a microgrid, while the
main inverter of DVSI ensures power transfer between AC and DC zones. Further, in this perspective,
the operation of dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) can be enhanced to mitigate voltage sag and voltage
swell at the grid side, with the DVR being regulated by MPC [139] and powered by the DC microgrid
consisting of RES-BESS-SCSS. A non-linear flatness control strategy is presented in [140], to manage
energy flow in domestic autonomous hybrid power systems. The advantage of the proposed strategy
is that without solving differential equations the output variables can be known and hence, the desired
trajectory can be planned to maintain flat output. Considering voltage profiles of SCSS and the DC-link
voltage, SCSS can provide/absorb power needed to control its voltage and hence the DC-link voltage
under permissible limits and the power flow can be maintained to compensate the power between
inconsistent load and generation.

In accordance, a new unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) configuration is presented in [141],
mitigating voltage interruption taking into account current harmonics, current unbalance, load reactive
power, voltage sag, voltage swell, and voltage fluctuation. The UPQC consists of shunt inverter,
that ensures a balanced sinusoidal and unity power factor at the PCC through a current injection
under normal condition and operating in voltage control mode to maintain balanced sinusoidal load
voltage under voltage interruption. Moreover, a series inverter injects voltage to ensure balanced and
sinusoidal load voltage, isolating the inverter under voltage interruptions. The HESS is integrated into
the shunt and series inverters, with BESS delivering average load power during voltage interruption
and SCSS providing load peak power fluctuation. The study in [142] investigates DC microgrid
with HESS and posits a novel power management strategy for the integration of unstable RES DC
grid to traditional grid power supply network. The DC bus voltage is employed as a carrier to
represent operation modes of the system based on critical DC voltage conditions, the control strategy
automatically judges and switches within the specified seven ranges of power operation state formed
by six critical DC bus voltages.
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Further, a unified adaptive energy management system is proposed [143,144] for a residential grid
integrated PV based hybrid microgrid with BESS-SCSS energy storage system. The proposed EMS
ensures reliable and continuous power supply to various local loads and enables the bidirectional real
power transfer between microgrid and utility grid while maintaining the grid standards at the PCC
through VSC. Smooth mode transfer of grid, hierarchical load shedding, off-MPP operation in excess
mode and fast DC link voltage regulation are the considered features of the proposed EMS. In addition,
the EMS minimizes the power drawn from the grid and maximizes the power injection during peak
pricing and can effectively operate without forecasting and voltage measurement of the HESS.

5.2. Frequency and Inertia Support

The study in [145], demonstrates the contribution of HESS to the inertial response in power
systems with high penetration of RES. To demonstrate this, a virtual inertia emulator has been
formulated essentially consisting of three-phase inverter and an output LC filter. In combination with
the characteristic of HESS an efficient virtual synchronous generator can be formulated that actively
contributes to the inertia of the overall system. In [146], the introduction of the working principle
of virtual synchronous generators (VSG) with the configuration of HESS is studied for enhancing
the frequency stability of the system. A novel control strategy is proposed by which BESS provides
the low-frequency part of the frequency deviation and SCSS the high-frequency deviation part for
VSG system.

The study in [147], exploits the BESS-SCSS HESS characteristics to enhance the primary frequency
control (PFC) and the inertial response in a power grid. In this study, a configuration in which SCSS
enhances inertia response and BESS support towards PFC has been presented on a two area system
model in which one area is only composed of conventional energy sources and other with increased
penetration of RES has been tested. Modelling and sizing of SCSS have been performed based on the rate
of change of frequency (RoCoF) whereas BESS is done to meet the steady-state frequency deviation limit.
In [148], the concept of frequency coordinating virtual impedance is proposed for autonomous control
of a DC microgrid. The control strategy enables an effective power frequency split for BESS and SCSS
for a seamless transition even in grid integrated systems. Furthermore, this methodology ensures more
operational flexibility in comparison to conventional droop control methods through coordination
multiple converters in dual timescale and power-scale. In [9], a frequency regulation strategy is
proposed in a grid-connected microgrid with high penetration of wind farms. The strategy is based on
maintaining a power balance between the generation and the load. Based on the power imbalance
caused by the wind farm the power is divided into small, medium and large power fluctuations, which
are compensated and smoothened, by BESS, SCSS and conventional grid generators. Based on this
power frequency split methodology and a proposed computational technique for choosing optimal
cut-off frequencies for the low and medium frequency a sizing methodology of HESS is proposed.

5.3. Uninterruptible Power Supply and Fault Support

In [149], an investigation has been performed to identify the potential of HESS as a backup
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) during short grid failure intervals. Based on this study, it has been
observed that HESS can effectively ensure compensation for the whole load requirement during an
outage lasting less than 10 seconds. However, considering the high cost of SCSS, for this case scenario,
it should be pointed out that the system conceived would be efficient with at least four times BESS
lifetime extension. Accordingly, a fault ride-through control scheme is presented in [150,151], with BESS
for DC link voltage regulation and SCSS supporting large transience in the system. This topology
consists of two parallel bidirectional converters, for BESS and SCSS respectively, with the additional
inclusion of switches, making it suitable for short-circuit fault tolerant and further proposed the control
scheme for the converter is designed as such to reduce the losses due to these additions of switches.
A PI-based DC voltage regulation scheme is proposed in [152], that aims to ensure continuity of power
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supply regardless of the load behavior and variation of solar irradiation. Maintaining the SoC, the duty
ratios of HESS is controlled, via, the power flow variation projected as voltage variation at the DC-link.

Control strategies for DC voltage regulation in case grid-connected and islanded operation are
presented in [153,154]. In grid operation, Renewable sources supply power to the loads and DC voltage
controlled by the inverter maintaining optimum power flow, while the AC bus is controlled by the
utility. However, EMS in islanded mode/utility fault conditions maintains magnitude and frequency of
the AC zone by controlling storage to regulate DC bus and inverter as a voltage source to regulate
magnitude and frequency of the AC bus. Hence, to maintain power quality of the power supplied
from RES, the voltage of HESS is regulated to supply power in both DC and AC zones. This strategy
maintains low power flow between utility and microgrid, reducing the influence of the load-generation
fluctuant into the utility and regulating DC bus voltage under any load profile. A capacity optimization
of HESS is proposed in [155], aiming to reduce the one-time investment and operational costs of the
system. Based on utilization rate and reliability constraints, optimal HESS capacity is obtained through
a simulated annealing particle swarm optimization (SAPSO) algorithm. Therefore, the designed HESS
capacity has the potential to fully absorb maximum surplus power of the fluctuant RES and maintain a
continuity of power supply to sensitive loads under unstable weather conditions through maximum
power loss process. In [156], the operation of HESS combined with micro-combined heat and power
(CHP) generation is investigated for uninterruptible power supply to the heat loads and the electrical
loads. In this investigation, a novel control scheme where CHP is dispatched to meet the heating load
and the HESS reconciles any mismatch between the electrical load and CHP generations. Similarly,
implementation of HESS in hybrid RES system consisting of PV-wind-Diesel [157], paves the way for
optimal utilization of various energy sources and hence reduce the fuel consumption.

Similarly the study in [158], provides a descriptive investigation to achieve an uninterruptible
power supply by implemented HESS as power backups in DER systems. With BESS providing the base
DC loads and SCSS acts as storage buffer to cope with large transient of the system. In [159] maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) control using extreme search control (ESC) principle combined with
SMC (to avoid the need for wind speed forecasting) is used for extraction of maximum power from the
stand-alone wind resource and over-generation and under generation of wind power is coped with
fully active HESS employing a simple current controlled power-sharing scheme based on the current
level of the charge/discharge current between BESS and SCSS, that is, BESS absorbs all the excess
power if the current level is lower than the predefined threshold current value. Further, if the power
generated is low, SCSS discharges when the discharging current is too high. Hence, achieving rapid
response to maintain the power balance in a wind power system with variations in both wind velocity
and load power. The work has been further extended to a grid-tied system in [160], (to simulate an
uninterrupted power supply) with WTG as a primary source of power supply. Here MPPT is achieved
through optimal torque (OT)-based control. An experimental study employing a coordinated band
control strategy is presented in [161], for reliable supply to both AC and DC loads in an autonomous
PV-wind- diesel generation system. The objective of the system is to maintain the voltage at the DC
PCC, to hence maintain the overall system stability, so under normal conditions with no significant
power variation, DC voltage is regulated by SCSS whereas in if the state capacity of SCSS is not under
its specified low/high operation bands, BESS replaces SCSS under a specified voltage band for voltage
stabilization. Further, in cases where the power supply remains to be continuously lower than the
power demand, in this case, diesel generator acts as a backup supply to maintain DC link voltage.

5.4. Black Start

In contrast to the complicated restoration process of conventional power systems that is carried
out according to predefined guidelines, the whole restoration process is much simpler in case of
distributed generation micro-grid due to the reduced number of controllable variables (micro-sources,
loads and switches). However, due to the unpredictability and transience of the micro-sources, they are
unsuitable for direct connections to the microgrid. In such cases, different PCS such as DC/AC,
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AC/DC/AC converter interface is required. Furthermore, considering a worst-case scenario in which
fully controllable synchronous generators are absent that would control the voltage, frequency and
balance the load and generation conditions of the grid, the operations of the energy source converter
interface hence play a key role to emulate a synchronous generator operational support to allow
islanded mode microgrid operation. In these situations, ESS coupled with PCS usually injects active
power into the grid proportional to the frequency deviation.

The role of ESS is very important in order to maintain the stability of the system as they handle the
transient requirement of the system [162], usually modelled as constant DC voltage sources, coupled
with VSI in cases of gird connected microgrid, and inject active power into the grid in proportion
to the frequency deviation at least during the initial stages of black-start process. Correspondingly,
the amount of power to be connected should consider the capacity of the ESS in order to avoid any
significant voltage and frequency deviation. Therefore, during the black-start process, auxiliary power
requirements are compensated by the BESS and transient power by SCSS [132]. The study in [163],
presents a simulative evaluating the performance of BESS-SCSS HESS in various black-start conditions
of 55 kW asynchronous motors. The rating of BESS and SCSS are 250 kW/250 kWh with V/F control and
50 kW/10 seconds with P/Q control respectively. Accordingly, at the start up the SCSS is positioned to
compensate for the inrush current generated at the start process of the asynchronous generator. Hence it
has been observed that BESS-SCSS HESS can successfully support the power quality requirements
during direct start, star delta start, and frequency conversion start conditions and maintain continuous
power supply during these conditions.

6. Storage Enhancement in Electric Vehicular Application

The energy source is the heart of a hybrid EV. Despite the environmental benefits provided by EVs,
the main obstacle of electric propulsion still lies in the ESS. The success of this new transportation option
can be only achieved if the ESS offers features, such as reasonable costs, long life cycle, fast charging time
with efficient acceleration and mileage [164]. The primary energy sources presently used in automotive
systems are batteries and fuel cells. In order to reduce their costs, the current needs to be decreased and
stabilized so it is not very erratic. An investigative based review is presented in [27,165], addressing
various type BESS and SCSS for hybridization with different topologies, further outlining various
optimization objectives, such as maximization of driving range and service life of BESS or minimization
of component stress or satisfying load demand and maintaining optimal power flow. In accordance,
this section presents various technological advancements achieved with HESS incorporation in EVs.

6.1. Optimal Storage Sizing and Improved Storage Efficiency

The studies in [166–169], elaborates on the current input smoothing of BESS when hybridized with
SCSS. This is demonstrated using a simple parallel active topological integration of HESS, with suitable
converter control and with the ideology that, SCSS acts as an energy buffer to compensate for peak and
short-term transient power requirements. This improves the efficiency of the overall ESS system as the
current level in BESS reduces and hence can be effectively used for long term energy requirements
with a comparatively lower rating. Moreover, SCSS having lower resistance shields BESS from at least
a portion of the current pulses that prevents the sulfating of BESS and hence increases BESS lifetime.
Therefore, without degradation of EV standards, the load requirement can be effectively met with
reduced cost. A fuzzy logic EMS proposed in [170], that is concerned with the smoothing of battery
current profile while controlling the SoC of SCSS. Implementation of a multi-input converter (MIC)
interface for controllability convenience and to establish a flexible energy flow between BESS and SCSS,
the proposed EMS successfully decreases the power peaks and hence increases BESS life by about
55%. Sizing is an important criterion as big SCSS is harmful and costly. HESSs used in EVs, HEVs,
and PHEVs are extremely important due to the limitations on the cost and relatively short lifetime of
BESS [171]. Additionally, the cost of storage units installed on EVs represents a significant portion of
the vehicle manufacturing cost. Therefore, the optimal sizing of the storage unit is a crucially important
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task for EV manufacturing industries. A brief comparative study is presented in [172], considering three
configurations of BESS and/or SCSS is investigated to outline the advantages of HESS in comparison
to the two standalone ESS configuration. The optimal sizing is realized through a modified particle
swarm optimization (PSO), based on which enhancements such as reduced ESS rating, reduced ESS
component stress and improved SoC conditions of ESS components, can be easily achieved.

Further, in [173], a zero voltage transition (ZVT) interface is presented to exhibit peak power
capabilities of HESS. This interface guarantees soft switching ensuring an optimal converter efficiency
and, moreover, allows the regulation of voltage considering the power flow direction, hence limiting
the current level. In [174], a control strategy is demonstrated that aims to reduce the peak power drawn
from the source. Considering a limited computational power and limited load forecasts, a two-level
control scheme is proposed that samples the load requirements and individual peak load thresholds
and further, maintain the integrity of the HESS. This scheme proposes the idea of HESS to compensate
for residual power between the load and the source which in comparison to MPC operation of peak
power minimization has lower computational time and faster dynamic characteristics. In accordance
for BESS current profile smoothing, an optimized HESS sizing can be formulated [175], characteristic
relationship equations of BESS-SCSS voltage to the line voltage with the capacity constraints based
favorable HESS SoC conditions. A general perk of BESS-SCSS HESS is its property to compensate for
peak power load requirements. This helps to ensure a cost-efficient operation as peak power requires
additional resources that adversely affect the system reliability and storage lifetime. Moreover, load
dynamics are fast, often not perfectly known as a priori and the computational forecast are generally
limited, making traditional optimal control difficult. SCSS implementation as an auxiliary element
beside BESS increases the peak power capability of HESS and BESS lifetime.

In [176,177], a cost optimization strategy related to the daily operational cost for a light rail vehicle
system is proposed. For achieving this, a multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA) is implemented that
considers the optimization of the degradation cost of the HESS that is aimed to prolong its replacement
period and the investment costs. Based on this, a suitable HESS rating is obtained that, in comparison
to the presented rule-based control (RBC) scheme minimizes the daily operational cost of the tramway
system by 13.9% and 21% with the inclusion of unscheduled stops. Therefore, this strategy while
satisfactorily supplies the power and energy demand even in the catenary-less zones, it provides a
certain degree of autonomy to the tramway in case of unexpected events with low operational costs.

6.2. Reduction of Electric Vehicular Weight

Taking into consideration a limited total mass of HESS [178], an optimal sizing and EMS is
proposed to improve the BESS life cycle and driving mileage of an electric race car. The author proposes
a bi-level multi-objective sizing and control framework based on non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm-II and FLC, hence an optimized membership function of FLC based control is obtained in the
sizing algorithm. Further, this multi-objective approach provides the flexibility of choosing favorable
HESS sizing for various other applications of EV optimization. Further, to overcome saturation as well
as decrease the weight of EVs due to an oversized electronic interface, a second parallel SCSS topology
is presented in [179], which allows a decrease in the number of the current smoothing inductances of
SCSS. In [180,181], introduces an optimization algorithm potentially to decrease the BESS operational
size by minimization of magnitude and fluctuation of the battery current. This algorithm considers the
unpredictability of the load requirement in an EV based on which SCSS reference voltage is regulated
which computes a sub-optimal value for the reference current in BESS. Hence an optimal size and
increased life expectancy are achieved that is robust in terms of the inaccuracy of future load predictions
of EVs. FC stack is a high-temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cell, which is fueled with
hydrogen produced by an onboard reformer. Hybridization with BESS-SCSS [182] predominantly
diminishes the size of the fuel cell.

Accordingly, in [183], presents the advancements achieved with the integration of HESS with fuel
cell-hybrid electric vehicles (FC-HEVs). The topological integration consists of fuel cells (FCs) directly
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connected to the inverter DC bus and a three-port isolated triple-half-bridge (THB) converter, with a
multi-winding transformer is implemented to interface the low voltage BESS and SCSS HESS. Based on
the load profiles a power management strategy is presented that aims to achieve the maximum fuel
economy with light ESS mass and higher system efficiency. In this design the FC is controlled to
provide the average power, BESS provides the medium-level long term peak power requirements and
SCSS is assigned to absorb the regenerative braking energy and respond to short term peak power
requirements of the FC-HEV. Therefore, leading to a decoupled power management and in addition,
the THB converter permits wide SCSS voltage variation and flexibility in current control of BESS.

Similarly, in [184], considering the optimization of FC-HEVs, a two-quadrant converter is used for
integration of FC-BESS-SCSS to the DC-link. HESS topology is proposed for DC voltage regulation in a
fuel cell hybrid vehicle (FCHV). In this study, a total of six PI-based control loop applied pertaining to
DC voltage control, SCSS voltage and BESS current control. The author proposes to utilize FC and
BESS for steady-state power supply, in addition, BESS is utilized for assisting FC during start-ups.
Consequently, SCSS can compensate for the peak power requirement of the system that can greatly
reduce the stress of FC-BESS devices and significantly impact the overall size of the vehicle.

6.3. Driving Range Improvement

Commonly, HEVs use an internal combustion engine (ICE) and ESS that powers the electric motor.
These HEVs either capture energy from regenerative braking or the combustion engine through the
spinning of an electrical generator or prolong the charge on their BESS. Further, several HEVs reduce
their emission and fuel consumption by shutting down the ICE when idle. The objective here is to
achieve a smaller HEV engine that may run at various speeds, providing better efficiency. To optimize
these objectives, BESS-SCSS HESS proves to be a beneficial option. In [185], the objective aims to meet
the load demand and maintain optimal dynamic performance in diesel-based HEV. This work focuses
on the principal utilization of multiple energy sources for satisfying the given load so that the integrity
of each energy source can be well maintained, for this objective, a power flow energy management
is proposed taking into consideration the DC-link voltage, fuel consumption of a Diesel generator,
SoC of SCSS.

Moreover, integration of HESS significantly optimizes the fuel consumption of the Diesel generator,
for instance, in [186], a heterogeneous optimization is realized that actively achieves lower ratings
for numerous energy sources with the cost optimizations in cases of various scenarios of climatic
conditions, economics, and autonomy of the EV. In [187], an optimization method is proposed to
minimize fuel consumption and losses in EV and PHEV. The optimization is based on the estimation
of driving cycle of the vehicle that determines an optimal size of BESS and SCSS and the degree of
hybridization required, extending battery life and minimizing the system losses. This control strategy
takes into consideration the power reference generation of BESS, regulation of SCSS’s state of charge
and forecast control based on driver commands, proposing a novel power-sharing energy management
technique. The authors in [188] address the objective to quantitatively minimize both system cost and
battery degradation considering the requirement of minimal mileage in EVs. Taking into account
a typical city bus driving cycle, non-dominating genetic algorithm (NSGA) is proposed to achieve
these objectives for a semi-active topological framework. Therefore, with the objectives achieved
at suitable HESS operational temperature (between 15 ◦C to 40 ◦C), it has been concluded that a
significant increment of 67% increase in the driving range is gained with HESS in comparison to
BESS-alone operation.

Accordingly, the study in [189], presents an optimization algorithm based on dynamic
programming (DP) for minimizing the operational costs, including the electricity costs and BESS
degradation costs over the whole driving cycle of an electric bus. Considering, various HESS semi-active
topological integration it can be concluded that about 50% of the ESS operational cost can be reduced
in comparison to BESS-only configurations. Furthermore, a detailed comparative analysis is presented
for four different topologies of semi-active HESS configurations that are extensively researched in
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the literature. Based on the investigation the advantages of the topologies are presented based on
initial HESS cost and operational costs. The study in [164] pursues to establish a trade-off between
deprecation cost, installation cost, and energy efficiency. In this study two methodologies based
on linear programming, based on peak power and energy capabilities of the ESS component and
non-linear programming, designed to increase the accuracy for the loss models of the EV. Based on this
formulation, in comparison to BESS-alone configuration, it has been observed that the overall cost of
the system is decreased by almost 20% and further considering the driving cycle, the HESS saves up to
7.8% of the energy that significantly contributes in the increase of the EV range.

7. Regenerative Braking

The traditional braking system works on the principle of frictional forces acting between the brake
pads and the wheels, in this the heat generated as the by-product is considered as a loss of energy and
in some cases an additional expenditure, like high-performance vehicles in which an additional brake
cooling system is employed to heat dissipation so that the vehicle can quickly regain its efficiency.
In contrast to this regenerative braking system employed in the EVs has the potential to be feasibly
recaptured. The electric motor in EVs that is used to drive the vehicle wheel plays a crucial part during
the braking process. When the brake pedal is pressed, the regenerative braking circuit switches this
motor and hence operates it in reverse for countering the direction of the wheels; hence the motor
performs like a dynamo or a power generator that produces electrical energy.

Conventionally, a practical restriction exists on the quantity and intensity on the application
of regenerative braking, as it is impossible to recover its full energy. The extractable amount of
regenerative energy depends on many factors such as receptiveness of the energy storages and motor
deceleration rate. For a short interval during fast deceleration, the power will be high. This means a
significant amount of power is returned to the grid, relative to the power rating of the motor. Hence for
capturing maximum energy, the volume of the storing energy should be equal to the change in kinetic
energy. This recovered energy remarkably extends the range of EVs. The study in [190], elucidates the
potential and benefits of harvesting regenerative braking energy with SCSS. Considering an active
topological integration of the ESS, the author proposes a novel control strategy wherein the SCSS
maintains constant dc load bus voltage due to voltage instability caused by regenerative braking.
Utilizing a second-order low pass Bessel filter BESS is cleared off from rapid high pulsed transient
power variations and is responsible in supplying only the average load variations and further at some
instances, charge the SCSS and regulate the DC link voltage.

The study described in [191] proposes a novel HESS interface for recycling regenerative braking
energy in HEVs taking into account an optimal SCSS sizing to achieve an economical solution for
efficiency improvement of regenerative braking. Considering urban driving conditions where usually
the motor speed remains below its half-rated value, therefore SCSS can be directly switched on during
peak power demands at the DC-link, without the use of conventional DC-DC converters. This direct
integration, considerably improves the regenerative energy recycling efficiency that can be visualized
in case of a heavily hybridized HEV that demands a large ESS, SCSS interfacing satisfies the peak load
demand of the HEV enabling internal combustion engine (ICE) and BESS to sustain only the base power
demand, this leads to a major reduction in BESS and can also justify the increased cost of nominal
SCSS. Using similar ideology an SCSS plug-in retrofit kit is proposed in [192] to primarily harvest the
regenerative braking energy for light EVs. This research presents the concept of plug-in SCSS energy
storage system that can be easily implemented into the system with two wires and current sensors as a
momentarily auxiliary storage device. Here with a suitable control algorithm, the author demonstrates
the HESS potential, which is to increase the lifetime of the HESS devices and its improved efficiency
during the discharge process. In [193], a control strategy for effective garnering and employment of
energy from regenerative braking is implicated. In this research, the author proposes a three-layer
control strategy for optimal power interface of HESS in EV. The control scheme optimally maintains
the current reference; power-sharing based on frequency isolation and energy conditions of HESS.
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In combination with the diversion of peak load demand to SCSS helps to enhance BESS service life with
an overall increase in vehicle efficiency as SCSS can be more effectively utilized in regenerative braking.

In [194], a new regenerative braking system (RBS) based on HESS for EV driven by a brushless
DC (BLDC) electric motor is proposed. In this research, a novel-switching template is formulated
for the inverter operation, eliminating the need for additional power electronic interface and hence
directly harvests the regenerative brake energy. This formulation involves establishing a braking
force distribution, achieved through an artificial neural network (ANN) that ensures reliable and
smooth brake operations and further, PI controllers are used for simultaneously adjusting the braking
current to control the duty cycle of the inverter realizing a constant torque braking. Since the BLDC
acts as a generator during braking conditions, the proposed switching algorithm boosts the DC-link
voltage regulation ensuring an effective energy transfer that is enough in quantity either to enhance
the acceleration or to be stored for assistance during uphill driving to avoid deep discharging of BESS.

The studies in [195,196], in the context of regenerative energy, investigate various topologies
for HESS integration in EV systems and further propose a novel topology that aims to satisfy the
peak power demand with a reduced DC-DC converter size. In this proposition, the voltage of SCSS
is maintained at a higher value than BESS, with BESS providing power directly only when SCSS
voltage level drops below a preset value, hence smoothing the load profile for BESS. Considering this
topology, the capabilities of SCSS effectively utilized in regenerative braking and BESS protection with
an improvement in the driving ability of the vehicle at low temperatures. Correspondingly in [197],
experimental quantification is presented to assess the increment in the recuperation of regenerative
braking by hybridization of BESS with SCSS. In this work, a rule-based algorithm is implemented
to offload the current peaks from BESS and set a power-mix between HESS based on load power
prediction. Hence, increasing the maximum power capability of the EV and reduce capacity fade
effects in cold climates.

The experimental research described in [198] investigates the HESS capability for harvesting
energy from regenerative braking. It has been observed that hybridization of SCSS with BESS efficiently
recuperates high power transfer under regenerative braking and acceleration, and therefore an EMS that
can manage power flow to maintain SCSS voltage becomes the key parameter in reducing the overall
system losses. Against this background the studies in [199,200], proposed a novel HESS interfacing
strategy for the recuperation of regenerative braking energy, that is shared between BESS and SCSS. The
configuration aims to regulate the DC-link voltage and reduce the converter switching losses thereby,
utilizing the full capability of SCSS based on partial power processing, that is, HESS processes only a
portion of vehicle power and is active only when supply power is needed from SCSS. The study in [182],
investigates the effect of BESS rating when hybridized with SCSS. Using a degradation model of BESS,
the effects of diverting the energy requirements during acceleration and deceleration is investigated.
In Accordance, a multi-objective optimization oriented on DIviding RECTangles (DIRECT) algorithm
is proposed to formulate an optimal trade-off size between HESS and standalone BESS system to fulfill
the load requirements.

In further studies, a cost-based comparative study is presented in [201], that posits the
implementation of ZEBRA (sodium–nickel chloride battery) with SCSS to demonstrate their
performance in both acceleration and regenerative braking in EV. ZEBRA, being almost three times
cheaper than Li-ion batteries with higher endurance, that can survive more than 1000 cycles while
being almost discharged. In this study, the author demonstrates that this HESS arrangement can
function almost equally to Li-ion–SCSS HESS combination in terms of increased range, increased
acceleration, regenerative braking capabilities and enhanced efficiency of EV. However, the feasibility of
this arrangement is limited to horizontal highways as the regenerative. The study in [202], investigates
the recuperation potential of HESS in energy regeneration from the active suspension (AS) of HEVs.
The AS loads are highly fluctuant in nature, so in this study, SCSS is directly responsible for the
compensation of AS load requirements in terms that BESS is completely isolated from its influence.
Further, outlining the size requirements and postulating the control approach, the author’s observations
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suggest that the AS loads can be successfully augmented the HEV fuel consumption and emission.
A short summary of selected comparative studies concerning different topological and control benefits
used is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison study performed between different topologies and control strategies.

Refs. Objective Strategies Controlled Variables Basis of Comparison Results

[58,63,64,86,124,
193–198,203]

BESS lifetime
enhancement

through SCSS peak
power capabilities

1. Switching strategy (SS)
2. Frequency strategy (FS)

1. References of HESS,
generated by LPF
Switching between
HESS devices based on
SCSS voltage

2. Current

On the framework of
Inversion based

control (IBC)

Decrement of BESS current
level as well as a smoother

voltage profile is
maintained in case of FS

[72,98,159,160,
187,204]

BESS stress
reduction through

peak clipping

1. IBC
2. Estimation-based control
3. Direct closed-loop control

Battery Current, converter
inductor current reference,

SCSS voltage

1. Easy to Tune
2. Easy

to Implement

IBC enables an effective
global control

[33,70,74,82,83,
85,88,123–125,

143,144,199,205]

Minimization of
overall system

operational cost

1. Rule-based EMS
2. Adaptive EMS (A-EMS)

SoC of BESS, SoC of HESS,
power demand and energy

consumption in HESS

BESS power profile,
optimization of fuel

consumption

BESS power peaks are
smaller and smoother due
to the effective utilization
of SCSS in peak demands

in case of A-EMS.

[63,123,206]
Optimal power

splitting between
HESS components

1. Karush–Kuhn–Tucker
(KKT) solver

2. ANN-based strategy

1. Weighted sum of
minimum BESS current
magnitude, variations,
and minimal error
between SCSS current
and reference current.

2. Losses in HESS and
current variations

BESS end-of-life, and a
baseline comparison

with
BESS-only operation

ANN shows higher
utilization of the

hybridized UC pack for
battery current peak

shaving and
power buffering.

[29,30,33,37,58,
98,188,189,207]

Reduced stress on
BESS through

topological interface

1. BESS semi-active HESS.
2. SCSS semi-active HESS.
3. Parallel full-active HESS

Fuzzy based control with
input as SCSS voltage, HESS
demand power, BESS C-rate

Magnitude of BESS
peak current and SCSS

voltage operational
range

The SCSS voltage, as well
as the BESS current profile,

is favourable in case of
BSA topology

8. Wireless Power Transfer

The sensor nodes of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are mostly inactive to achieve longer
runtimes. Conventionally, power being mainly provided by BESS, which is either primary or secondary
energy sources. However, considering high resistance of BESS a significant loss occurs due to sleep and
leakage current, moreover due to internal BESS impedance a sizable voltage drop is also experienced
at the activation instant of the node, limiting the required power to be extracted. Considering these
anomalies, in [208], a parallel combination of BESS-SCSS HESS is proposed. Here, with a selection of
three BESS, namely silver oxide batteries, lithium batteries and NiMH batteries, it has been observed
that hybridization with SCSS is feasible with only the first two as the resistance of NiMH is already
optimally low enough. However, for silver oxide and lithium batteries, the combination with a low
resistance SCSS significantly increases the runtime of the sensor nodes with a feasible decrement in
leakage current losses.

The properties of HESS have been exploited to enhance the feasibility of wireless power transfer
(WPT) applications in EVs [209]. Here the authors proposed a three-mode energy management strategy
based on the SoC conditions of HESS components. Hence, in addition, to regulating the energy
input from the WPT and manage energy distribution between the BESS-SCSS this study proposes
the implementation of a short period of negative current periods in the charging state of the DC-DC
converters. This depolarization pulses significantly reduces the stress on the internal resistance of
BESS. Accordingly, the study in [4], presents the architecture of HESS in PV based wireless sensor
network. Proposing a sizing formulation for the HESS using a statistical approach on the historical
power data, this study briefly addresses the improvement of HESS lifetime and endurance under
fluctuating current conditions.

A wireless power supply with BESS-SCSS HESS has been developed for powering implantable
devices, such as intracranial pressure (ICP) monitors in [210]. The shunt used to drain excess fluid
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from the brain in hydrocephalus patients fail regularly. Here, the most valuable diagnostic tool is
a pressure sensor implanted in the brain. In this respect, WPT based on inductive power transfer
technology is implemented on HESS where the HESS powered ICP can meet both the short- and
long-term operational requirements, and further the study recorded that SCSS provides a quick charge
back up for collection of data.

9. Conclusions

A comprehensive review outlining the applicative scope of BESS-SCSS-HESS has been presented.
These application domains, consisting of renewable energy output power smoothing and their optimal
dispatchability, load profile smoothing, overcoming demand-generation mismatch, power quality
assurances during grid fault, support during distributed generation black-start procedures, contribution
to system inertia, storage enhancement in EVs, improved extraction of regenerative braking and in
wireless power transfer technology, have been categorized and subcategorized and independently
discussed. This review also highlights strategies implemented in their respective applications and its
potential benefit. This review paper aims to inform electric utilities that strive to maintain system power
quality with the integration of large scale intermittent renewable energy sources and its associated
challenges, electric vehicle system designers who aim to improve and compete for establishing and
hence manufacture economical, reliable as well as pragmatic emission-less vehicles and locomotives,
and finally industries in the field of medical instrumentation.

The status quo concerning environmental factors and depletion of existing resources introduced
the concept of integrating renewables in the existing power grid. However, the intermittency and
acute peak fluctuations of these renewable resources deem them to be a technical threat to the grid.
Addition of BESS-SCSS-HESS serves as an energy buffer to meticulously smoothen the output power
delivered according to load demand by addressing average power fluctuation and abrupt peak
power fluctuation (due to shading of PV panels, unpredictable wind fluctuations, etc.). This not only
improves the power quality of the grid but also significantly reduces the dependency on forecast
values, increasing the reliability to establish a large-scale renewable power grid in terms of economical
dispatchability. Moreover, the improved response of the hybrid energy storage serves as pertinent
support to the grid-tied inverters and serves as extremely reliable backups in terms of short-term faults
in the power system. Similarly, in case of heavy loading conditions, a more accurate peak shaving
and demand response can be achieved with this principle. The major advantage of hybridization of
batteries with supercapacitors is their complementary characteristics, therefore a considerable amount
of current stress is deviated from batteries, owing to its low power density and hence a comparatively
small battery rating is achieved. This can be observed with the application of BESS-SCSS-HESS in
EVs. In this case, where the autonomy is the key commercialization factor, supercapacitors can act as
an energy buffer during abrupt acceleration and hill climbing operations significantly reducing the
weight of the EV. In addition, the characteristics of SCSS can be more effectively used to store energy
produced during regenerative braking, increasing the mileage of EVs.

Extensive research has been done considering solar and wind power as energy sources, however,
implementation of BESS-SCSS in ocean wave energy extraction is at its emerging stages. Similarly,
limited work has been presented to enumerate the potential capability of BESS-SCSS-HESS in terms
of inertial support and primary frequency control, which might be the key factor to quantify its
permissibility in black-start process of, distributed generation systems. Finally, the application in
wireless power transfer that enhances the runtime and voltage profile of the wireless nodes has research
potential to be implemented in PV, EV, and biomedical devices but the research work performed is
insufficient to conclude its viability in these fields. In further studies/publications, the contribution and
efficacy of hybrid energy storage systems will be studied thoroughly to establish its feasibility and
operational flexibility in future smart grids.
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Nomenclature

ANN Artificial Neural Network
AS Active Suspension
BESS Battery Energy Storage System
CHP Combined Heat and Power
DER Distributed Energy Resources
DFIG Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
DIRECT DIviding RECTangle
DoD Depth of Discharge
DVR Dynamic Voltage Restorer
EMD Empirical Mode Decomposition
DVSI Dual Voltage Source Inverter
EMS Energy Management Strategy
ESS Energy Storage System
EV Electric Vehicles
FC Fuel Cell
GA Genetic Algorithm
HESS Hybrid Energy Storage System
HPF High Pass Filter
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
ICP Intracranial Pressure
LPF Low Pass Filter
LVRT Low Voltage Ride Through
NSGA Non-dominating Genetic Algorithm
MIMO Multi input multi output
MPC Model Predictive Control
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking
PCC Point of Common Coupling
PCS Power Conversion System
PFC Power Frequency Control
PFI Power Frequency based Isolation
PFS Power Frequency Split
PHS Pumped Hydroelectric Storage
PV Photovoltaic
RBC Rule-based control
RES Renewable Energy Sources
RoCoF Rate of Change of Frequency
SC Super Capacitor
SCEC Supercapacitor Energy Controller
SCSS Super Capacitor Storage System
SCVC Supercapacitor Voltage Controller
SoC State of Charge
SVM Support Vector Machine
THB Triple-Half-Bridge
UPQC Unified Power Quality Conditioner
UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply
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VSC Voltage Source Converter
VSG Virtual Synchronous Generator
VSI Voltage Source Inverter
WPT Wireless Power Transfer
WTG Wind Turbine Generator
ZVS Zero Voltage Switching
ZVT Zero Voltage Transition
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